NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS

The Director, National Gallery of Modern Art (NGMA), New Delhi invites quotation for supply and install, the intel 6 core xeon workstation and its accessories and Elzo Flax scan monitor at NGMA, New Delhi.

(1) The intending tenderers must produce copies of registration under DVAT Act 2004 and furnish their TIN number along with the bids.

(2) The tenderer should have a local office in Delhi and NCR should be fully equipped to provide after sales service for the equipment’s.

(3) Quantity of items and their specifications may be seen at Annexure “A”.

(4) General Terms & Conditions may be seen at Annexure “B”.

(5) The successful bidder shall have to supply, install, test and commissioning the system at site.

(6) **Warranty:** The equipment’s supplies shall carry on - site warranty period of at-least 1 year from the date of supply.

(7) Company should have a team of minimum three technically qualified engineers and furnish details thereof with the quotation. Complaints must be attended by the Technical team within 4 hours of complaint lock-in. At least two visits in a month of service engineers is mandatory and company will be capable of support also in hardware.

(8) The successful bidder shall have to supply and install test and commissioning the equipment within 5days from the date of the supply orders.

(9) Copies of tender forms can also obtained from the Administrative Officer, National Gallery of Modern Art, Jaipur House, New Delhi, free of cost or can be downloaded from Central Purchase Portal (http://eprocure.gov.in) and NGMA website www.ngmaindia.gov.in.

(10) The quotations in sealed covers will be received up-to 07.03. 2015 by 2:00 p.m. Uploading and thereafter will not be entertained.

(11) The Tender forms submitted by the tenderer shall contain all the requisite information. Incomplete bids are liable to be rejected.

(12) Quotations should be valid at-least for Six months.

(13) The Director (NGMA) reserves the right to accept the tenders in totality or in parts thereof. The Director (NGMA) also reserves the right to accept or reject the tenders without assigning any reason.

---

Encl: Terms & Conditions (Annexure-‘A’)
Specification (Annexure-‘B’)

(S.K. Misra)
Administrative Officer
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THE WORK OF SUPPLY, INSTALLATION, the intel 6 core Workstation and its accessories and Eizo Flex Scan Monitor,, AT NGMA, NEW DELHI

1. Price:

The rates quoted/indicated shall include cost of materials and installation, required for the work as per the enclosed specification and their supply, installation charges. The V.A.T./C.S.T./Service/Excise/Service Tax and other taxes/levies to be imposed on the rate shall be clearly and separately mentioned. Rate quoted shall be firm and fixed for the entire period of execution of the Work Order and no escalation of rate on any ground whatsoever shall be applicable. Copies of Registration certificates of VAT/ExciseA/Service Tax etc. may be submitted with Tender documents.

2. Time of completion:

Time is the essence of this contract. The time for supply, installation, testing and commissioning of aforesaid job is 5 days from date of placement of supply/ work order. Order is liable to be cancelled if the aforesaid time schedule is not strictly followed, NGMA shall be entitled to claim appropriate liquidated damages in such a case. The decision of NGMA in this regard shall be final and binding on the successful tenderer.

3. Payment Terms

No advance payment shall be made by NGMA under any circumstances. Payment shall be released after satisfactory completion of the entire supply/ work within 15 (fifteen) days from the date of receipt of Invoice/Bill duly supported by receipted chalan and satisfactory inspection/work completion certificate issued by the competent authority of NGMA.

4. T.D.S. shall be deducted at source, if applicable, from the bill of firm as per prevailing Government Rules.

5. Defect Liability Period

The Defect Liability/Warranty period shall be at least one years (1 years) from the date of completion of supply and installation. The successful tenderer(s) shall be responsible for all defects for a period of one years from the date of completion of the supply and installation. The successful tenderers(s) shall rectify/ replace the defect/defective parts within one week the specified time without any cost whatsoever

6. Bad quality equipments/material will not be accepted and if found at any stage /time shall be liable to be rejected and should be replaced by the successful tenderer(s) at his cost as per specifications and directions given by the authorized representatives of NGMA.

7. Specification of the items under tender are enclosed for guidance. However, if any, ambiguity in the specification is detected, it shall be promptly brought to the notice of NGMA for clarification. The successful tenderer(s) without written approval of NGMA shall make no deviation from the approved specifications.

8. The NGMA does not bind itself to accept the lowest tender, and reserves the right to accept or reject any or all tenders wholly or partially without assigning any reason whatsoever.
9. Authorization letter from the original equipment manufacturer should be made available for quoting for their product, technical compliance to specification and or providing after sales support.

10. The warranty card to be duly signed by the manufacturer.

11. The warranty should be comprehensive and will start from the date of installation of the items.

12. Up gradation if any at the time of supply should be indicated and latest up gradation model to be supplied. However, the latest upgrade should comply with all the specifications mentioned in the tender.

13. The tenderers should quote for the original equipments only. Refurnished/re-manufactured items are not acceptable. The supplier has to provide documentary evidence by a certificate issued by the manufacturer stating the serial number and other details of the items with the manufacturing date etc., in order to ascertain genuine-ness of the products installed.

14. The successful tender has to be supply of materials etc. their own cost. No cartage will be paid.
Specifications:

1. Intel 6 core Xeon workstation
   Xeon E5 with MB13 cache and Turbo Boost up to 3.9 Ghz
   Memory 8x2 Gb DDR3 1866 Mhz
   Dual AMD Graphics processors with 3 Gbz DDR5 varm Each 1526 stream Pro
   Thunderbolt 1/0
   Audio Optical Digital Output/analogue line out combined with Minidock
   HDMI Port should support multichannel audio output
   Speaker with high definition standard quality
   Wireless networking IEEE 802.11 should support a/b/g/n Bluetooth 4.0 wireless
   Power consumption; Line Voltage: 100-240 V AC
   Frequency signal of wifi and Bluetooth 50Hz to 60 Hz, single Phase
   Energy Star:6
   Highly recyclable

2. Wireless keyboard for above

3. Wireless Mouse for above.

4. Eizo Flex Scan EV2450 W Monitor
   Panel size: 23.8”/60 cm (604 mm diagonal)
   Viewing Angles (H.V): 178,178 Panel Type: IPS
   Brightness: 250 cd/m2 (maximum)
   Contrast 1000:1
   Response Time (Typical): 14ms (Gray-to-gray)
   Native Resolution: dvi 1920X1080 (16.9 ASPECTRATIO)
   Pixel Pitch: 0.2745X0.2745 mm
   Display colors: Display Port: 16.77 million
   Video input terminals: DVI-D 24 pin*1 (with HDCP), Display port (with HDCP), HDMI*1 (with HDCP).